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1 Introduction

Probabilistic programming languages provide a concise and abstract way to specify probabilistic models, while hiding away the underlying inference algorithm. However, those languages are often either not efficient enough to use in practice, or restrict the range of supported models and require understanding of how the compiled program is executed.

This work seeks ways in which programming language and static analysis techniques can be used to improve the increasingly mature probabilistic language Stan. We design and implement SlicStan—a probabilistic programming language that compiles to Stan and uses information flow analysis to allow for more abstract and flexible models. SlicStan is novel in two ways: (1) it allows variable declarations and statements to be automatically shredded into different components needed for efficient Hamiltonian Monte Carlo inference, and (2) it introduces user-defined functions that allow for new model parameters to be declared as local variables.

2 Stan and SlicStan

Stan [2] is an imperative probabilistic programming language, with syntax similar to that of BUGS [3, 4], that compiles to an efficient Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC) inference algorithm [5]. The language is increasingly used for real-world scalable projects in statistics and data science (for example, Facebook’s Prophet [7]), and it is a convenient way to share and reproduce results of statistical models.

Even though increasingly mature, and very powerful, Stan sacrifices some of its usability to make automatic inference possible. One language design choice, made in order to make compilation to an efficient HMC algorithm possible, is the presence of program blocks. Data needs to be defined in a particular block, parameters in another; blocks must appear in order; changing the block a variable is defined in could result in a semantically equivalent, but more or less efficient program. Stan allows a wide range of models to be defined in its modelling language, but requires of the programmer to understand specifics of the underlying inference algorithm in order to write efficient code. The block syntax makes reasoning about a program as a composition of other Stan programs difficult, which also may affect usability.

Our goal is to use static analysis techniques to allow for a more compositional and flexible syntax of Stan, while retaining Stan’s efficiency and a syntax that is natural for the statistics community. We achieve this by designing SlicStan to have a similar syntax to that of a subset of Stan, but allowing the interleaving of statements that would belong to different program blocks if the program was written in Stan. This makes the language more compositional, and allows for related declarations and statements to be kept close to each other, similarly to the Python libraries Edward [8] and PyMC3 [6]. The language also supports more flexible user-defined functions, as it is no longer restricted by the necessity to group parameter declarations in a specific block.

Below, we show an example of a Stan program (left), and the same program written in SlicStan (right). In both cases, the data $y$ is an array of real numbers coming from a normal distribution with some unknown mean $\mu$ and standard deviation $\sigma$, where $\sigma$ is defined in terms of the precision $\tau$. We also define the variance $\nu$ in terms of $\sigma$.

Stan

```stan
data{
  int N;
  real y[N];
}
parameters{
  real mu;
  real tau;
}
transformed parameters{
  real sigma = pow(tau,-0.5);
}
model{
  tau ~ gamma(0.1,0.1);
  mu ~ normal(0,1);
  y ~ normal(mu, sigma);
  real v = pow(sigma,2);
}
```

SlicStan

```stan
data
  data real[N] y;
parameters{
  real tau;
  real sigma = pow(tau,-0.5);
}
model{
  tau ~ gamma(0.1,0.1);
  mu ~ normal(0,1);
  y ~ normal(mu, sigma);
  real v = pow(sigma,2);
}
```

1 “Slightly Less Intensely Constrained Stan” (pronounced slick-Stan).
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as long as variables are not used before they are declared. Using information flow analysis and type inference, SlicStan’s compiler can infer what block each variable belongs to, and shred the program to produce the Stan code on the left.

3 Information Flow in SlicStan

3.1 Blocks in Stan

A Stan program consists of 6 blocks, all of which are optional with the exception of the model block. Each block has a different purpose, and can reference only variables declared in itself or previous blocks. Below is a summary of the order blocks must appear in, and their purpose:

- **data**: declarations of the input data.
- **transformed data**: declarations of known constants and preprocessing of the data.
- **parameters**: declarations of the parameters of the model.
- **transformed parameters**: declarations and statements defining transformations of the data and parameters.
- **model**: statements defining the distributions of random variables in the model.
- **generated quantities**: declarations and statements that do not affect inference, used for post-processing, or predictions for unseen data.

We define each block to have one of three levels, DATA, MODEL, or GENQUANT, as summarised in Table 1. Knowing that each block can only access variables declared within itself or a previous block, we see that information flows from variables of level DATA, through those of level MODEL, to those of level GENQUANT, but never in the opposite direction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Block</th>
<th>Execution</th>
<th>Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>data</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>DATA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transformed data</td>
<td>per chain</td>
<td>DATA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parameters</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>MODEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transformed parameters</td>
<td>per leapfrog</td>
<td>MODEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>model</td>
<td>per leapfrog</td>
<td>MODEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>generated quantities</td>
<td>per sample</td>
<td>GENQUANT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Program blocks in Stan. Adapted from [1].

3.2 SlicStan’s Type System

In SlicStan, we define a lattice $(\{\text{DATA}, \text{MODEL}, \text{GENQUANT}\}, \leq)$ of level types, where DATA $\leq$ MODEL $\leq$ GENQUANT. We use standard information flow typing rules [9] to ensure that in a well-typed SlicStan program, information flows only in the direction outlined above. The only rule that needs care is that of the model statement, \(x \sim \text{foo}(a, b)\). In Stan, such statements have the same meaning as incrementing a special variable \texttt{target}, which contains the accumulated log probability density: \(\texttt{target} += \text{foo}_\text{lpdf}(x | a, b)\). This variable can be accessed only from the model block, thus we can see the model statement as an assignment to a MODEL level variable:

\[
(\text{MODEL}) \vdash E : \tau, \text{MODEL} \quad \Gamma \vdash D : \tau, \text{MODEL} \\
\Gamma \vdash E \sim D : \text{MODEL}
\]

Finally, to allow for level types to be automatically inferred, we implement type inference by generating constraints on the levels that variables may assume according to the type system, and finding a satisfying assignment. In many cases, the block to place a variable is not fully determined by the information flow between variables. For example, moving transformed data definitions of a well-formed Stan program to its transformed parameters block does not change the meaning of the program. Thus, we refer to Table 1 once more, to see that code associated with different blocks is executed different number of times. This gives us a performance ordering on level types: DATA $\prec$ GENQUANT $\prec$ MODEL, meaning that, in terms of performance, it is preferable if a variable is of level DATA, and it should be of level MODEL only if needed.

3.3 Translation to Stan

Having resolved the type inference constraints and inferred level types of the variables in the SlicStan program, we can translate it to Stan. This is done in two steps.

1. **Elaboration**: calls to user-defined functions are statically unrolled. This is needed, as different local variables might need to be defined into different Stan blocks.
2. **Transformation**: variable declarations and statements of the elaborated SlicStan program are shredded into different program blocks depending on the level types of the variables involved, whether variables have been assigned to elsewhere in the program, and whether statements access the target variable.

Implemented this way, SlicStan supports more-flexible user defined functions compared to Stan. Unlike Stan, user-defined functions in SlicStan can declare new parameters, meaning that the code for a large set of desirable transformations (such as model reparameterisation) can be better reused.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

We designed SlicStan, formalised its type system and translation rules, and implemented a compiler that turns SlicStan to Stan. The language successfully makes use of static analysis to allow Stan programs to be more concise, and easier to write and modify. This opens a range of possibilities for future work that uses programming language techniques to aid probabilistic programming and inference. For example, a future version of SlicStan could support vectorisation of user-defined functions, allowing for models to be specified even more compactly. Semantics-preserving transformations could be applied, depending on the specific program, to compile to a better optimised and better behaved sampling algorithm.
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